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Looking At and Looking Through: Icons as Mythical Sight 

 
 The icon occupies an important place in theological and philosophical discourse, 

 especially within Christian traditions. This paper argues that the theological notion 

 of iconicity offers unique insight into rhetorical constructions of the ineffable. Central to 

 such a task is the imbrication of icons in mythology, indeed their absolute dependence on 

 them. By locating the post-Christian mythological icon in a non-religious speech given by 

 David Foster Wallace, this analysis posits both the indissolubility of myths and icons as 

 well as their rhetorical utility in understanding forms of representation.   
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 He rushed upon them, as a wave storm-driven,  

 Boisterous beneath black clouds, on a swift ship 

 Will burst, and all is hidden in the foam; 

 Meanwhile the wind tears thundering at the mast. 

 And all hands tremble, pale and sore afraid, 

 As they are carried close from under death. (Matsen, 331) 

 

So Homer described Hector s assault on the Greeks. Cassius Longinus, a rhetorician of 

the third century in the Common Era, compliments this passage s artistry when he 

writes in On the Sublime that Homer has tortured his line into conformity with the 

impending disaster, and by the compactness of his language he brilliantly represents 

the calamity and almost stamps upon the words the very shape of the peril: they are 

carried from under death  (Matsen, 331). 

     The tortured  character of the prose into a likeness of the phenomenon described, 

or the extent to which Homer almost stamps upon the words the very shape of the 
peril , is exactly what constitutes iconicity in one literary use of the term. As Leff notes, 

Longinus, of course, never explicitly names or discusses this principle [iconicity], but 

he certainly understood its power, and he put this understanding to use throughout the 

treatise  (259).  

     Various rhetoricians have written about the concept of the iconic. Some draw from 

the common usage of the term and move on from there, such as a literal image or photo 

with broad representational value, recognition, identification, and meaning (Hariman & 

Lucaites, 7). Leff argues from the above passage of Longinus that the iconic named a 

correspondence between style and content, rather than the scale of identification. The 

stamping  of the words bridges language with the world. These two approaches, 

Hariman & Lucaites on the one hand and Leff on the other, share a concern for 

similitude though they move in different directions, one making the icon resonate 
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because the viewers recognize something about themselves in the image (Hariman & 

Lucaites) while the other sees a confluence between what is said and the way it s said 
(Leff). Leech and Short, whom Leff depends upon, argue that the potential 

manifestations of iconicity are virtually unlimited – as unlimited, let us say, as the 

author s imaginative power over the expressiveness of language, and as the reader s 
capacity to see connections  . This essay teases out yet another dimension of the 

iconic while also returning to an older sense of the icon in theological and philosophical 

traditions, particularly the Christian one formulated by Jean-Luc Marion. The 

theological sense of iconicity depends not, however, on similitude but rather on 

revelation: icons here arise not from us but from an other.  

     When we say a photo is iconic no doubt Hariman and Lucaites  account does this 
sense justice. Iconic in this sense more or less denotes a particular mode images may 

take. But when we say a musician, character, book, or movie is iconic the vocabulary of 

images fails to capture the entirety of the usage. No doubt the imagination is involved 

in this latter process, but this mode of representation conveys not just the scale of an 

image s purchase or recognizability but a way of viewing things including but not 

limited to images. Therefore, the icon as general mode of representation affords us a 

conceptual account of certain forms of perception. Further still, this theological and 

philosophical tradition of the icon distinguishes the icon from the image by contrasting 

icons with idols.  

     In the tersest of terms, the idol is what we look at while the icon is what we look 

through. Idols are a certain telos of vision while vision never ends with icons but always 

carries on to transcendence. In this theological sense of the iconic an image like the Kent 

State massacre photograph may function as an idol if it garners ultimate fascination as 

spectacle in itself, but operate iconically if experienced in terms of transcendent features 

the photo may drive us towards. Death, for example, no doubt inhabits the experience 

of this photo, and few things are less understood than the cessation of life. No one 

strictly speaking experiences  death and lives to tell the tale, so we only understand it 
biologically or vicariously, either through a cold analysis once removed or through 

witnessing death occur to others, but we never understand death personally. Death 

therefore offers a perfect subject for iconic representation because it by necessity 

involves talking about something we don t and cannot fully understand.           
     Any given object can be seen even by the same person as an idol or icon in the 

theological/philosophical sense irrespective of the number of people who use, 

recognize, or identify with said object. Looking at the photo (idolatry) creates different 

conditions than looking through the photo (iconicity), thus shifting the definition of an 

icon away from the scale or nature of objects and towards the individual mode of 

perceiving objects. What matters here is the mode of representation, rather than the reach 

of representation.  
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     Another dimension of the icon and the idol is what they do to vision. The idol 

fascinates while the icon provokes. In perceiving an idol vision rests upon the visible, 

but in perceiving an icon vision rebounds off the visible unto the invisible. Finitude 

finds its place in the idol, infinity in the icon. Marion describes the idol as a freezing  
of vision, while icons direct vision elsewhere, If man, by his gaze, renders the idol 
possible, in reverent contemplation of the icon, on the contrary, the gaze of the invisible, 

in person, aims at man  8-19). You see idols, but icons see you. More precisely, in the 

idol you see the object and your vision reflects back but never moves beyond, while 

through the icon you are seen and your vision refracts onwards but never arrives. In 

idolatrous perception we experience the familiar/human active agency upon an object 

(an other), but in iconic perception we experience the othered/divine-passive agency 

upon an object (ourselves).  

     The icon bears significantly more ambiguity therefore than the idol because idols 

provide a totality for sight while icons allude to that which exceeds demarcation, Valid 
as icon is the concept or group of concepts that reinforces the distinction of the visible 

and the invisible…Every pretension to absolute knowledge therefore belongs to the 
domain of the idol  Marion, . In a word, icons are incarnational, always manifesting 
the transcendent but nonetheless never collapsing the distinction between transcendent 

(invisible) and terrestrial (visible), bridging the unknown and the known but resisting 

conflation. As Christian theology holds Jesus up as the icon of God but does not 

conflate Jesus the Son with God the Father (the doctrine of the trinity) so also icons 

generally typify a mode of representation at once tangible and ineffable (2 Corinthians 

3:18; Marion, 21). While idols or images operate by the principle of similarity, icons 

operate by the principle of incarnation. Similarities imitate and reproduce, while 

incarnations interpret and reveal.  

     Naturally this language of the icon lends itself to theological claims and religious 

commitments, but it does not necessitate them. The term eikon in Greek can function 

outside of a traditionally Christian context as well, as when Priam beholds Achilles at 

the end of The Iliad because he reminds him of a god: 

 

 Achilles is not counted among the gods, but he seems like a god, like the 

 semblance of a god. In him, so to speak, something characteristic of the gods rises 

 to visibility, though precisely no god is thus fixed in the visible. Whereas the idol 

 results from the gaze that aims at it, the icon summons sight in letting the visible 

 (here, Achilles) be saturated little by little with the invisible. (Marion, 17)  

 

The value of Marion s intervention here consists in his expansion of the icon into a 

concept that describes a type of intelligibility accessible to all, rather than exclusively 

religious forms of worship or perception. What is essential to the icon, however, is a 

sense of myth and myth not as falsehood or mere narration but as cosmic story. 
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Religions are always mythical, but not all myths are religious. 

     Myths do not require religious commitments so much as cosmic explanations or 

grand prejudices. In Gadamer s sense of prejudice these myths to some extent remain 

unfalsifiable (Truth and Method, 267-304). Argumentatively speaking, myths reside in 

the premises we must take for granted before any claims or debates even take place. 

The point at which we cannot intellectually ground our beliefs constitutes exactly the 

place of our mythology. Religions certainly map particular forms of the unknown, but 

they have no monopoly on ignorance, mystery, or ineffability. Grassi refers to this 

groundlessness as the abyss and convincingly establishes such mythology as a 

widespread human experience and general predicament (Primordial Metaphor, 51-54). 

     The icon always traffics in the unknown or invisible, and therefore in order for 

iconicity to function a mythology must provide some sense of this unknown element 

before any iconic invocation. The central theoretical implication of this paper is that 

icons are inherently linked to myths, and David Foster Wallace s graduation speech 

provides an example of such mythological and iconic language in a non-religious 

environment. Myths are the condition of possibility for icons. Without a mythological 

organization of the ineffable, icons simply wouldn t exist but rather only images or 
objects governed by similitude. Rich imagery may abound but only through principles 

of similarity, comparison, or mimesis, rather than principles of incarnation, revelation, 

and iconicity (eikon).  

 

Wallace’s Speech 
David Foster Wallace achieved most of his acclaim in academic circles for his novel 

Infiite Jest, hailed by various literary critics as the great comic novel of contemporary 

“merica  Shuker . ”ut perhaps Wallace s most popular work circulated the 
blogosphere shortly after his unexpected suicide on September 12, 2008, at the age of 46 

(Lipsky). Wallace delivered a commencement address titled This is Water  on May , 
2005 at Kenyan College, and while the speech received significant immediate attention 

online and in print through The ”est “merican NonRequired Reading  ”issell , 
its popularity exponentially increased after a production company known as The 
Glossary  dramatized the speech five years after Wallace s suicide. The illicit video 
adaptation drew millions of views (Griner).  

     The original speech begins with a parable that also contains the thesis, There are 
these two young fish swimming along and they happen to meet an older fish swimming 

the other way, who nods at them and says, Morning, boys. How s the water?  “nd the 
two young fish swim on for a bit, and then eventually one of them looks over at the 

other and goes What the hell is water?  Wallace -4). The point of the parable, as 

Wallace soon elucidates, is that the obvious, ubiquitous, important realities are often 
the ones that are hardest to see and talk about.  He goes on to demonstrate this point by 
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mentioning a string of well-known maxims and clichés,  most especially learning 
how to think,  not to critique them, but rather to point out deeper insights beyond how 

such clichés are commonly understood.  

     In an importantly general sense, Wallace s speech holistically functions as an icon. 

Iconicity surfaces in Wallace s thesis and its various instantiations throughout the 
graduation address. His thesis, that the most obvious, important realities are often the 
ones that are hardest to see and talk about  manifests as an iconic statement when 

Wallace demonstrates his point. The outline of the entire oration follows a series of 

well-known aphorisms and narratives such as, learning how to think,  an atheist-theist 

parable, the clichés  about the mind being an excellent servant but a terrible master,  

Everyone worships,  day-in-day-out,  life after death,  and finally the job of a 
lifetime  Sullivan . “t each juncture in which Wallace utilizes one of these well-known 

notions he purposefully reinterprets each one contrary to what he assumes is their 

typically understood and hackneyed meaning. For example, Wallace interprets 

learning how to think  not as gaining rational capacity but acquiring a strong will such 

that one has the discipline to choose how to think at any given moment. He fashions 

everyone worships  not into a call for theism or religion, but into a warning against 

what happens when learning how to think  is abandoned. Iconically speaking, 

Wallace finds language itself in certain condensed maxims to provide profound 

revelation if only we care enough to notice.   

     The water  for Wallace s iconic address, that which sutures his various vignettes 
together into a pictorial conglomerate, is his mythology. Just as Homer s iconicity 
functioned within a mythic setting, so I argue David Foster Wallace also uses iconicity 

within a modified mythic frame of post-Christian salvation. In the analysis that follows 

I move through four phases of the salvation myth within David Foster Wallace s 

address all the while substantiating it as the setting for his iconography. These phases 

include the fall, redemption, repentance, and consummation of an individual under 

Wallace s modifications of the salvation mythology. 

 

Myth as Iconic Frame 
Iconicity operates within a frame, specifically a frame of Greek mythology in the case of 

Homer, and more specifically a Christian mythology of salvation in the case of David 

Foster Wallace. Wallace s address, as noted earlier, particularly invites mythological 

analysis because of the permeation of the salvation myth as a kind of implicit warrant 

for all of his iconic arguments and descriptions. For the purposes of this paper I define 

myth as a narrative, but particularly a narrative with a significant measure of normative 

thrust and cosmic implications. This is not to say myth  must maintain this meaning 
always, but it certainly serves as a helpful rhetorical and cultural explanation to refer to 

say Greek mythology as formative or influential for the ancient Greeks, the myth of the 
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“merican frontier as pivotal for the United States  manifest destiny  Slotkin , the 

Frankenstein myth as a modernized Prometheus myth formative for the contemporary 

West (Rushing), or to the Israelite exodus myth of liberation and salvation as normative 

for Jewish and Christian political development (Walzer, 133). Myths simultaneously 

embody both events and reality (Grassi, 51). I argue below that David Foster Wallace s 
iconic rhetoric functions within a modified Christian salvation myth and that mythic 

character informs his iconic activity in much the same way myth informs human action 

in previous mythological studies.  

     Myth as a human rhetorical invention with a normative cultural thrust contains 

powerful structures. Iconicity as imitation is not inherently linked to myth. They can 

occur independently of one another in any given discourse. But iconicity as incarnation 

depends upon myth for its coherence. Myths provide fertile ground for iconicity in 

either case because myths create a world of synthetic, though naturalized, relations and 

order, and iconicity is a frequent means by which the poet or rhetorician matches the 

linguistic order with the order of mythic narrative. Myth prefigures the conditions for 

iconicity, and generates the dramatic background against which icons can be situated.  

 

The Christian Salvific Myth – Four Phases 
What I call the Christian salvation myth,  a derivative of the older Jewish exodus 

myth, organizes David Foster Wallace s structure in his commencement address This 
is Water.  Myths act as narratives, but they also provide means of explaining the world 
and addressing problems. Walzer notes: 

 

Since late medieval or early modern times, there has existed in the West a 

characteristic way of thinking about political change, a pattern that we 

commonly impose upon events, a story that we repeat to one another. The story 

has roughly this form: oppression, liberation, social contract, political struggle, 

new society…This isn't a story told everywhere; it isn't a universal pattern; it 

belongs to the West, more particularly to Jews and Christians in the West, and its 

source, its original version, is the exodus of Israel from Egypt (Walzer, 133). 

 

Christianity appropriated this characteristic way of thinking  in its own vocabulary of 
salvation, and Protestant Christianity in particular translated this macro-political 

pattern into a theological story of all history and simultaneously a sermonic preaching 

pattern containing a fall, redemption, repentance, and consummation God s Plan of 
Salvation ). Social contract  and political struggle  in the original exodus myth 

converge in the process of repentance  or personal change because the process is 
individualized, no longer requiring collective social initiative in this case. This 

individual repentance is also called sanctification  or the process of becoming more 
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holy and coincides with baptism in New Testament contexts.1 While appropriating the 

individual version of this myth, Wallace further modifies it from its specifically 

Christian connotations and broadens it to a more cosmic and yet still clearly 

mythological sphere.  

 

Fall 
Often referring to the fall  of original humanity in Adam and Eve Judaism and 

Christianity frequently reference a state in which humans were more or less lacking 

nefarious impulses, but this state was soon sullied by their sin. This sin being rebellion 

against God by succumbing to the serpent s temptation, also referenced as a fall from 

grace  God s Plan of Salvation . Wallace s fall  or identification of the inherent 

human problem consists of what he calls the default setting  Sullivan . The default 
setting is what the West generally and Christianity specifically calls human nature, but 

Wallace uses a computer metaphor when he states: 

 

We rarely talk about this sort of natural basic self-centeredness because it s so 
socially repulsive, but it s pretty much the same for all of us. It is our default 
setting, hardwired into our boards at birth. Think about it: there is no experience 

you have had that you are not at the absolute center of. The world as you 

experience it is there in front of you, or behind you, to the left or right of you, on 

your TV or your monitor, and so on. Other people s thoughts and feelings have to 
be communicated to you somehow, but your own are so immediate, urgent, real 

(Sullivan, emphases in all quotations are Wallace s). 

 

This is the central problem that provides the impetus for most of Wallace s detailed 

descriptions. He depicts the ubiquitous tendency to view the world from the first-

person perspective to the exclusion of all other views, and Wallace s descriptions 
contain grueling recognizability such that the persuasive effect of this point increases 

progressively throughout the speech. The solidity of this default setting  resembles the 
common Christian doctrine of original sin God s Plan of Salvation ; a doctrine 

stipulating human guilt from birth just as Wallace views the default setting as 

hardwired into our boards at birth.   
     As the mythology of a fall structures Wallace s remarks the iconic character of his 
description of the default setting  surfaces. “s he emphasizes you  and your  in a 
total of five times sequentially, the impact of the prose is to visualize the default setting 

in the first-person. Further still, Wallace s description invokes not a totally abstract first-

person view, but a first-person view in front of a monitor. The default setting is not only 

 

1These terms are also referred to as corruption, justification, sanctification, and glorification in 

more technical theology (“God’s Plan for Salvation,” 2531-2532). 
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hardwired into our boards  but we also participate in this setting as we consolidate 
our experience before a computer or television screen. We are both using and being 

used by computers in our solipsistic microcosms. The description resembles very much 

the movie titled Infinite Jest  in Wallace s novel Infinite Jest that citizens cannot stop 

watching due to its extreme and eternal amusement. Such utter fascination constitutes 

exactly the freezing  of vision typical of idols in Marion s sense, In this stop, the gaze 
ceases to overshoot and transpierce itself, hence it ceases to transpierce visible things, in 

order to pause in the splendor of one of them  . The mythic depths of the fall into 

the default setting actualize Wallace s later iconic manifestation. Simultaneously, 

Wallace qualifies this default setting  by arguing: 
 

Please don t worry that I m getting ready to lecture you about compassion or 
other-directedness or all the so-called virtues. This is not a matter of virtue. It s a 
matter of my choosing to do the work of somehow altering or getting free of my 

natural hardwired default setting, which is to be deeply and literally self-centered, 

and to see and interpret everything through this lens of self (Sullivan).  

 

Here Wallace distances himself from the words compassion , other-directedness , 

and virtue  all of which frequently contain religious ethical connotations, especially 
compassion  and virtue  in Christian contexts. Thus Wallace appropriates the 

sermonic salvation formula but simultaneously strips it of its common associations. This 

sort of double-take surfaces throughout the speech. 

 

Redemption 
Wallace provides a means of redemption or salvation from this default setting , 

corresponding to the Exodus myth s liberation , which he locates in the liberal arts 

cliché about teaching you how to think  Sullivan . In the salvation myth redemption 

takes two main forms. One emphasizes the literal transactional nature of the word 

redeem  in the sense that Jesus Christ s death provided redemption  or paid the price 
in exchange for God sparing humanity punishment for the fall. However, this act of 

cosmic redemption in the Christian mythology frequently comes alongside a call for 

individual response, particularly faith, belief, or trust in the person and teaching of the 

Christ God s Plan of Salvation . Wallace modifies this latter sense of redemption 
when he states:  

 

Twenty years after my own graduation, I have come gradually to understand that 

the liberal arts cliché about teaching you how to think  is actually shorthand for 
a much deeper, more serious idea. Learning how to think really means learning 

how to exercise some control over how and what you think. It means being 
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conscious and aware enough to choose what you pay attention to and to choose 

how you construct meaning from experience. Because if you cannot exercise this 

kind of choice in adult life, you will be totally hosed (Sullivan).  

 

Wallace specifically emphasizes the element of choice in this section of the speech to 

provide contrast with the default setting s unconscious  character, not unlike many 
Christian denominations appeal to free will  as a classic precondition for faith in 

Christ and avoidance of slavery to sin.  Choosing how to think  or learning how to 
think in a true liberal arts education constitutes the means of salvation or redemption 

from the fall  or default setting of absolute selfishness, solidifying Wallace s 
participation in a modified salvation myth. The iconicity in this redemption lies in the 

appeal to the cliché itself: these phrases seem worn but are in fact revelatory. Just as the 

water surrounds the unwitting fish, so also language surrounds us and delivers us from 

evil if we have ears to hear.  

     Wallace does not provide an explicit statement to distance this choice  from 
religious connotations of a kind of moment of decision  God s Plan of Salvation , 
2531). But his emphasis on the individual as opposed to some external source of 

divinity as the basis for the salvation suffices to ground Wallace s point and distinguish 
it from Christian sermonizing, though it inevitably draws from it.  

 

Repentance 
Wallace introduces a form of repentance  or change of mind analogous to the 
salvation myth s pivotal feature. Wallace advocates for a kind of conscious reversal of 

the default setting, not unlike the literal connotations of the Greek metanoeō, change-

mind  or shift-mind,  frequently translated as repent  in the Christian New 
Testament. He repetitively describes situations in which the average person thinks 

totally selfishly, but towards the end of his speech Wallace reverses this process and 

proposes an opposite means of consciously thinking such that it constitutes a radical 

shift. After describing the common frustrations accompanying dense rush-hour traffic, 

SUV pollution, and grocery shopping at the supermarket, Wallace turns the emotive 

impact on its head: 

 

In this traffic, all of these vehicles stuck and idling in my way, it s not impossible 
that some of these people in SUVs have been in horrible auto accidents in the past, 

and now find driving so terrifying that their therapist has all but ordered them to 

get a huge heavy SUV so they can feel safe enough to drive. Or that the Hummer 

that just cut me off is maybe being driven by a father whose little child is hurt or 

sick in the seat next to him, and he s trying to get this kid to the hospital, and he s 
in a way bigger more legitimate hurry than I am. It is actually I who am in his 
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way. Or I can choose to force myself to consider the likelihood that everyone else 

in the supermarket s check-out line is just as bored and frustrated as I am. And 

that some of these people probably have much harder, more tedious or painful 

lives than I do (Sullivan).  

 

Rather than thinking of our experience in terms of revolving around our own senses, 

Wallace advocates for just the opposite view, thinking of everyone s experience before 

our own. Further still, he calls for modifying our experiential assumptions such that 

others are given the benefit of the doubt. This world Wallace portrays constitutes a 

fundamental cognitive shift corresponding to the salvation myth s call for repentance. 

Wallace once again clarifies this point by distancing it from religious connotations of 

moralization: 

 

Again, please don t think I m giving you moral advice, or that I m saying you re 
supposed to think  this way. It takes will and effort and if you are like me, some 

days you won t be able to do it, or you just flat out won t want to. ”ut most days, 
if you re aware enough to give yourself a choice, you can choose to look 
differently at this fat, dead-eyed, over-made-up lady who just screamed at her kid 

in the check-out line. (Sullivan)  

 

Wallace indeed appropriates a kind of repentance that participates in the salvation 

myth, but he immediately distances his appropriation from moral advice  and instead 
depicts his mental alternative, not unlike Paul s famous injunction, “nd do not be 
conformed to this world, but be transformed by the renewing of your mind, so that you 

may prove what the will of God is, that which is good and acceptable and perfect  
(Romans 12:2). Wallace explicitly contrasts his prescriptions with the great outside 
world of wanting and achieving and displaying  just as Paul refers to the world  as an 
outside environ of evil (Sullivan). In a sense, Wallace does give moral advice, but he 

replaces the tone of advice with the affect of compassionate narrative which serves to at 

least ostensibly distinguish his position from the sermonic agenda. That compassionate 

narrative, however, fits precisely within the Christian salvation myth, and is by no 

means uncommon in sermonic pleas for repentance specifically or conversion generally. 

The forthcoming interruption makes Wallace s mythical intentions clearer. 

     Wallace articulates that his audience is not considering or even understanding his 

call for awareness  or repentance from the default setting, and this interaction with his 

audience displays iconicity in a more dramatic function, not only revealing but also 

criticizing his audience. In a lengthy description Wallace indicts a socially conscious 

liberal arts form  of our default setting,  the alleged natural state people fall into as 

they thoughtlessly critique everyone around them and actuate their inherent narcissism. 

Wallace depicts this natural state saying: 
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I can spend time in the end-of-the-day traffic being disgusted about all the huge, 

stupid, lane-blocking SUVs and Hummers and V12 pick-up trucks burning their 

wasteful, selfish, 40 gallon tanks of gas, and I can dwell on the fact that the 

patriotic or religious bumper stickers always seem to be on the biggest most 

disgustingly selfish vehicles, driven by the ugliest… Sullivan . 
 

This long and drawn-out sentence with heavy adjectives typifies the frustration Wallace 

attempts to convey throughout the speech that we noted under the fall section. In this 

rush hour scene, he also triggers frustration and recognition. At the precise moment of 

the ellipses above in the recording, the crowd begins to applaud and laugh and cheer on 

Wallace as he advances in his descriptions, and Wallace says something seemingly 

impromptu which does not appear in the published manuscript, See this is an example 
of how not to think though  and the audience just continues to laugh with audibly 

perceptible discomfort and confusion (Sullivan . In this moment Wallace s audience by 
his own admission falls prey to the very problematic natural state he is trying to critique 

for their benefit. In his attempt to steer his audience away from selfish condescension he 

identifies his audience s imminent participation in such selfish condescension, the fall.   

     Mythically speaking Wallace calls for repentance and recognizes his audience is 

reveling in their fall, and this invokes his response See, this is an example of how not to 

think though,  his emphasis on not indicating how they are thinking in problematic 

terms. The audience s reaction is radically incongruent with everything Wallace has 
advocated thus far and clearly congruent with his descriptions of the default setting. Up 

until this point the audio recording indicates the audience responding in appropriate 

measure to Wallace s humor, descriptions, and overall argument. Wallace seems to 
have assumed that his audience shares his mythology, and when he discovers the 

opposite is true, he leaves the manuscript and points out the incongruity. The iconic 

then likely operates strongly with Wallace, but by no means seamlessly amongst his 

audience. Wallace sees this language as indicative of idolatry and tries to push his 

audience away from it towards iconic language, but his illustrative idols prove more 

seductive than he intends. It is worth noting here that Marion identifies idolatrous 

vision with a mirror: idols fascinate because in them we see ourselves (12).   

 

Consummation 
Wallace proposes a sort of consummation or ideal to strive towards analogous to the 

final segment of the salvation myth typically described in terms of the kingdom of 
heaven  or glorification  God s Plan of Salvation , -2532). As Wallace comes 

towards the end of his address he states: 
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 But if you really learn how to think, how to pay attention, then you will know you 

 have other options. It will actually be within your power to experience a 

 crowded, hot, slow, consumer-hell type situation as not only meaningful but 

 sacred, on fire with the same force that lit the stars: love, fellowship, the mystical 

 one-ness of all things, deep down. (Sullivan)  

 

Wallace specifically builds up his call to action from the preceding mundane, 

monotonous, and iconic descriptions of tedium to the point of contrast between 

consumer-hell  and not only meaningful but sacred.  Heaven and hell are in 
rhetorical view, as evidenced not only by the hell-sacred contrast but also by the 

mention of the same force that lit the stars,  a clearly religious phrase with mystical 
implications of the transcendental and divine. In this sense Wallace participates in the 

final thrust of the salvation myth for his persuasive purposes, but he immediately 

undercuts the point by stating: 

 

 Not that that mystical stuff s necessarily true. The only thing that s capital T True 
 is you get to decide how you re going to see it. This I submit is the freedom of a 
 real education, of learning how to be well-adjusted.  You get to consciously 
 decide what has meaning and what doesn t. You get to decide what to worship. 

 (Sullivan) 

 

Wallace builds up to the height of the transcendental consummation in the salvation 

myth before finally casting doubt on it and illustrating the depths of the default setting 

once again. This double-take reveals a kind of insecurity with his post-Christian 

language, even as he invokes it again by appealing to worship.  Wallace says he s not 
giving moral advice, but he is, says he s not advocating for theism, but it has more 
benefits than atheism, says he s not advocating for heaven but invokes heavenly 
imagery nonetheless, says this is about education that s also called worship. The speech 

is typified by a kind of reluctance not only with the epideictic genre, which Wallace 

satirizes many times, but with its own mythology. It s almost as though the death of 

God plays out microcosmically throughout Wallace s speech, in Nietzsche s cultural 
sense of Christianity decaying over time in Western contexts. Wallace insists on 

repeatedly advancing the Christian salvation myth even as he expresses deeply 

conflicted treatments of its integrity.   

     Wallace s appropriation of religious terminology continues when he stresses the 

destructive nature of worshipping  anything but a religious entity  (Sullivan). This 

makes his appropriation of the salvation myth not some kind of default academic 

agnosticism or atheism, but rather what we might call kind of skeptical and practical 

Kantianism: a faith that is principally ethically oriented by an admitted transcendence 

but an ultimately silent stance towards the precise nature of that transcendence. Wallace 
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is Kantian because of the reciprocal and golden rule flavor to his ethics, skeptical 

because of his continuous undercutting of religious assertions, and practical because of 

his insistence on the immanent nature of this capital T Truth.  

     Wallace transitions to the final lines of his address with a distinction between the 

freedom of the great outside world  and real freedom  which tellingly inverts the 
consummatory mythology: 

 

The freedom all to be lords of our own tiny skull-sized kingdoms, alone at the 

center of all creation. This kind of freedom has much to recommend it. But of 

course there are all different kinds of freedom, and the kind that is most precious 

you will not hear much talked about much in the great outside world of wanting 

and achieving and displaying. The really important kind of freedom involves 

attention and awareness and discipline, and being able truly to care about other 

people and to sacrifice for them over and over in myriad petty, unsexy ways 

every day. That is real freedom. That is being educated, and understanding how 

to think. The alternative is unconsciousness, the default setting, the rat race, the 

constant gnawing sense of having had, and lost, some infinite thing (Sullivan). 

 

I quote at length for not only the transition s clarity, but also to point out the connection 
between skull-sized kingdoms  and some infinite thing.  Literary critics widely 
consider Wallace s novel Infinite Jest his highest accomplishment in his literary career 

and they frequently hail it as the the great comic novel of contemporary “merica  
Shuker . The novel s title originates in “ct  Scene  of Shakespeare s Hamlet in which 

the Danish prince famously speaks to the skull of the former King s jester, Yorick, 
describing him as a man of infinite jest.  Wallace provides an inverted consummation 
with the skull-sized kingdom  of selfishness, and his preferred goal of real freedom  
or awareness offers an escape from the race for some infinite thing.  Infinite jest  is 
also the name of a movie in Wallace s identically titled novel which people continue to 
watch addictively until their death. Thus, Wallace s use of skull-sized kingdom  and 

some infinite thing  are not critiques which are solved by the transcendent 
supernatural afterlife as we might expect a standard Christian mythology to proceed, 

but rather immanent habitual traps escaped only by staunch force of will.  

     Wallace characterizes the default setting as an imminent habit which we must 

replace with a new immanent habit: active consciousness or real freedom,  specifically 
freedom from the sardonically narcissistic culture enraptured by its technocratic 

potentialities. The only way we reach this ultimate freedom and avoid mechanization or 

computerization is through the active and conscious refusal to operate on our regularly 

scheduled preprogramming and to truly learn how to think  or interpret reality 
volitionally (Sullivan). In short, we rise from our fall through a deliberate and 

redemptive repentance unto consummation.  
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This is Water 

I have argued that the Christian salvation myth, with its four phases of fall, redemption, 

repentance, and consummation, functions as a frame by which David Foster Wallace s 
commencement address acts as an icon. But not just the individual pieces of the speech 

line up into a kind of post-Christian mythology, the speech as a whole too explicitly 

works this way when Wallace bookends his address by returning to the fish and water 

parable. He proceeds to deny, as we have seen before, that this is a finger-wagging Dr. 

Laura sermon , and I have argued throughout that this is indeed a sermonic speech 

albeit nontraditional. Perhaps this generic issue alone doomed the speech to find little 

renown in its initial context because the setting remains decidedly epideictic rather than 

sermonic. He goes on to conclude his speech by speaking to his point as a whole: 

 

 None of this stuff is really about morality or religion or dogma or big fancy 

 questions of life after death. The capital-T Truth is about life before death. It is 

 about the real value of a real education, which has almost nothing to do with  

 knowledge, and everything to do with simple awareness; awareness of what is 

 so real and essential, so hidden in plain sight all around us, all the time, that we  

 have to keep reminding ourselves over and over: This is water.  This is water.  
 It is unimaginably hard to do this, to stay conscious and alive in the adult world 

 day in and day out. Which means yet another grand cliché turns out to be true: 

 your education is the job of a lifetime. And it commences: now. I wish you way 

 more than luck. (Sullivan) 

 

Wallace tries his best to distance himself from religious questions, but his structure he 

enacts nonetheless participates in a kind of Christian mythos. What distinguishes this 

mythos from more typical forms of Christianity is the immanentizing of the divine. Not 

only the aforementioned mystical one-ness of all things  indicates this, but the water 
parable too shows how the speech all along gestures towards the divinization of the 

world, so hidden in plain sight all around us, all the time, that we have to keep telling 

ourselves over and over: This is water. This is water.  What we have here is a kind of 

cosmic baptism.  

     Baptism traditionally signifies the washing away of sin through the cleansing that 

comes from a good conscience, analogous to the global cleansing of the flood in Genesis 

6 (1 Peter 3). Just as God cleansed the world by flooding in the Hebrew context, so 

Christians think of themselves as corporately and individually cleansed in the church as 

people of God and guided by the Holy Spirit post-baptism.  

     The metaphor of bathing and dirt removal no doubt also inhabits baptismal 

ceremony. In Wallace s account the dirt  was the default setting of selfishness 
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addressed above, and so this baptism for him is individual, but like Christian baptism it 

is also communal only now in the most maximal way possible: Wallace s baptism 
includes the mystical one-ness of all things,  most especially revelation through 

language, the truths inherent in trite clichés, personal encounters of compassion, and 

self-disciplined self-awareness. Everything is sacred for Wallace, and so also everything 

can point us towards the sacred. In a word, the world is an icon. Granted the universe 

and everything in it can be an idol too, as he frequently warns against through typical 

sinful categories like lust for power, beauty, wealth, and so on, but with rigorous 

mental discipline iconicity surrounds us like water surrounds fish. We naturally look at 

everything, but Wallace calls us to look through everything. 

     The difficulty of iconicity is not its theoretical character or its lack of occurrence but 

rather its utter ubiquity, its detectability and accessibility in discourse. Myth provides 

some equipment for this rhetorical task, allowing us to see how fundamentally we think 

in iconic terms in light of secular and post-secular developments, but more importantly 

how we perennially grasp for the unknown. Insofar as ineffability permeates our 

rhetoric, the vocabulary of the icon may prove useful.  
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